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This Booklet is called “One in Four” because this is the official figure
for people suffering from mental health issues. It is therefore likely
that we know at least someone who is undergoing a difficult time.
The question is do we recognise it and can we find the required
help?
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Editors letter
Welcome to the 3rd Edition of One in Four.
This booklet is produced by Members of Brecon and District MIND.
There are several changes to the previous editions. This edition has my
first editorial which I hope you enjoy.
There is a change to the cover of the booklet which now has a new logo
(many thanks to Avril for her excellent work!). The booklet is described
as having an ‘holistic approach to mental health and well being’;
holistic meaning that ‘health is a diverse field in which the ‘whole
person’ is focused on not just the illness itself’. The logo is described
on page 26.
Some Members of Brecon & District MIND
The theme of this edition is bipolar disorder with three articles from members along with two poems. I hope
that they provide some insight into the illness. Various bipolar support groups are also highlighted.
Importantly, there will be an open day in September so watch out for posters which highlights Bipolar
Disorder and there will be other activities as well. The event is open to everyone so please come along and
support it.
In this edition we introduce the Brecon Outdoor Group (affectionately called ‘BOG’). This has been inspired by
AlanS and includes walks, meals out, trips to the theatre, cinema and to festivals such as Hay-on-Wye as well as
other events. A list of activities are shown on pages 12 to 13. The activities are currently open to everyone
connected with Brecon and District MIND. Alan has done a lot of work preparing these activities so please feel
free to come in and join in the fun! Contact details are on page 14.
Other activities shown in the issue are ’The Talgarth Walking Festival’ where an intrepid team from Brecon and
District MIND won the Witches Challenge Walk!; both the cooking and Allotment group goes from strength to
strength as do other activities such as Art.
Finally, on a Friday in Ty Croeso PhilP runs a poetry class and we highlight three poems here in ‘One in Four’.
AndyH, Editor
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Hay Festival

Brecon Bipolar Support Group
The group is open to any one affected by Bipolar Disorder in Brecon
and the surrounding areas.
The group meets on:
4th Monday of each month from 7:00pm – 9.00pm
At:

Brecon and District MIND
St Davids House,
48 Free Street,
Brecon,
Powys.
LD3 7BP
Tel: 01874 611529
Just turn up at a meeting,
Or phone
0845 434 9931
Or email
Brecon@bipolarukgroups.org.uk

The Brecon Bipolar Support Group belongs to the national network
of local groups run by Bipolar UK.
The Brecon Bipolar Support Group offers:





Peer support through group discussion
Useful information
Social Activities
Guidance on managing mood swings

Group meetings are friendly, confidential and informal.
They are open to all individuals affected by Bipolar Disorder, including
those with a diagnosis, those with pre-diagnosis, their family members,
friends and carers.
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Living with Bipolar Disorder
I have suffered with Mental Health issues as far back as early childhood. As I went through
my teens my mental health worsened and became more frequent and severe.
When I reached my late teens I became even more withdrawn, low self-esteem , lack of
confidence and in denial about my mental health issues.
When I reached 24 years old I had a major episode which led to a period of hospitalisation in
Bronllys Hospital. Undergoing various treatments of medication combinations and talking
therapies; where it came to light that I had been sexually abused as a child. I had built up a
wall and pushed it far back in my subconscious. As is common it is said that most conditions
are caused by a life changing event.
I had to fight with the medical establishment for a diagnosis, which they were reluctant to
give one. But eventually I got one.
I began to research my diagnosis to enable me to manage my condition. From what I had
read and learnt from other sufferers I began to manage my condition. The symptoms were
more manageable with less frequency of occurrence or a relapse.
“I believe it is important to take control of the illness and not let the illness control you”. Do
not be ashamed of having Bipolar Disorder. My confidence has grown with good selfesteem; and I put this down to good peer support, family and medical practitioners that I
can trust.
I never thought that I could have a meaningful, purposeful life and participate in community
life pretaking control of my mental health.
I was diagnosed with Bipolar Disorder in 2006; I have maintained good mental health for 8
years with occasional minor blips. The episodes are shorter, less frequent, and easier to
manage. I will not lie to you because the road has been hard at times, but take it from me it
gets easier; keep drawing strength from family and friends, peer groups and medical
practitioners.
To this day I maintain a fulfilled life with family and friends. I work full time and contribute
to life in general.
I would not change my life for anyone else. I feel that what I have been through has made
me a better and stronger person for it.
I wish you all luck; remember there is light at the end of the tunnel. Keep talking and accept
help from others when given.
Good Luck.

David
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Me and my Manic Depression
I know that the more used, more P.C. term is “Bipolar Disorder” but for me “Manic
Depression” has more of a severity, more honest, more to the point description of
the illness.
My experience started in my late teens with a
bout of depression but I had numerous reasons
that it was low so I didn’t take medication or
seek further advice.
The first real spell of
depression kicked in, in my early twenties. I was
put on Prozac by my GP, that was when the real
stigma, embarrassment, shame, self-loathing,
suicidal thoughts started. The Doctor decided that the meds were not working for
me so he increased the dose and tried different combinations and in time I was in a
full blown hyper manic state. As I eventually exhausted myself, the pendulum
swung the other way and deep depression overcame me.
Having lost my faith and trust in the Mental Health service I just waited out of the
“LOW” and eventually a spark came back into my conscious which allowed me to get
back into shape and generally see a little light and hope. I started to live again and
just survive.
I fluctuated “HIGH” and “LOW” throughout my twenties, having a few stable
periods, but worse was to come.
My thirties were when the really serious side of the illness reared its ugly head.
During a manic state I came to the attention of the police and was sectioned (twice
in the space of two years).
I spent a considerable amount of time in the psychiatric intensive care unit as I was
not compliant with medication and the rules of a more relaxed hospital.
So, where am I now; well I’ve been out of hospital for 18 months and am sticking to
what the Doctors are prescribing. I feel like I’m still in recovery and am doing all I
can to stay well. Lots of exercise, good food, regular sleep patterns. So on the
surface doing well but inside there is always the fear that the madness or blackness
is waiting for another go. I think That Buddhism maybe my saviour.
Anyway, life ain’t so sweet without a little sour!
Anon
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Living with Bi-polar and Anxiety
OK, so I’m here to talk to you about living with bi-polar disorder and anxiety. My name is
JackH and I’m a 26 year old who has battled with mental health issues for almost 14 years.
I’ve always been a sensitive individual and very self aware, carrying many anxieties.
So, let’s start with an average day for me. I currently work part time hours of 16 hours per
week as a Teaching Assistant at a Prep School and just about manage that. I continually
scrutinise and analyse my ability to be effective in any task I take part in. This can be very
debilitating when you are continually questioning your ability to deliver a task, whatever that
may be. An example of this would be a child asking if I could help them make something
for their ‘Science Project’. Inside I was in turmoil because I felt that I was a failure who
couldn’t support the child. However, I used a coping strategy that worked. The power of
YouTube is fantastic! Just because I was unable to make something that many people
couldn’t make didn’t make me a failure; it just meant that I had to find another way to make
it. The result was that the child thanked me for being so helpful. We resolved the problem
together! Yes! Get in!
I wake up every morning physically in pain with the symptoms of anxiety. My chest feels so
tense that I’m fearful of anything and everything. I have to pick myself up and do the best
I can despite the physical and psychological impact deterring me from fighting it. That’s
what it feels like. I’m in a boxing ring with a heavyweight. I’m a featherweight in my first
fight and just trying to flee away from the heavyweight that is ‘Anxiety’.
What helps me?






Running
Talking to someone about it
Writing down what frustrates and angers me
Having people on hand to ring
Photography and appreciating what is around me

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)
I’m currently receiving CB therapy which I believe is making changes in the way I think and
approach situations. It’s important to look at how we think and how they can determine
how we feel. For example, I’m looking outside the window and it’s raining and the skies are
grey. OK, it’s not inspiring me to go out but the rain is good for the grass and I know one
day soon the sun will shine. It’s all about perspective. If we can train our brains to think a
bit more rationally rather than emotionally then the outcomes could potentially be a bit more
positive.
JackH Age 26
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My Head
My head is not my own, controlled not by me
But through thoughts and images
That confuse and muddle.
Energy that will make me soar,
Then plunge me into the depths of despair.
One second, one hour
Or from day to day
To not know
What is happening in my mind.
To be able to conquer the world today
Knowing that tomorrow the worlds woes
Could suck me into a deep abyss
From which I cannot escape
Pickles
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Highs and Lows
Mania and Depression
Mad as a march Hare, any time January to December
His World spins so fast, he can’t get off or remember
Building a fantasy land where he’s President and King
But his castle in the sand, eventually caves in
His pockets now empty, his face full of remorse
Another costly encounter
Is he sorry, of course
Depression sets in
Depression is feeling down, depression is feeling low
Depression is like an uninvited guest, the type who just won’t go
Depression can make you feel angry, depression can make you feel sad
Depression can wipe away the memories of the good time you once had
Depression makes you feel like harming yourself
It can bring you to your knees
Depression, depression, depression
Lift the dark cloud PLEASE!

PhilP
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The Brecon Bipolar Support Group is run by Bipolar UK.
For more information about our services in Wales and how we can support you,
please contact:

Bipolar UK
4th Floor, Clarence House,
Clarence Place,
Newport,
NP19 7AA
Tel: 01633 244 244
Email: walesinfo@bipolaruk.org.uk
For more information about our support groups in England, please contact:

Bipolar UK
2 Macon Court,
Herald Drive,
Crewe,
CW1 6EA
Tel: 01270 230 260
Email: groupdevelopment@bipolar.org.uk

Registered Office

Bipolar UK
11 Belgrave Road,
London,
SW1V 1RB
Tel: 0207931 6480
Email: info@bipolaruk.org.uk

Website: www.bipolaruk.org.uk

Samaritans crisis call
Tel: 0845 7909090

Community advice and listening line:
Mental Health Help Line:
Tel: 0800 132 737
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Brecon Outdoor Group (BOG)
Brecon Outdoor Group (BOG) is essentially an offshoot of ‘Brecon & District Mind’
though alas it’s name in fact derives from a similar named group in Devon, Exeter
Outdoor Group (EOG). I enjoyed 4 years of active membership with the group and
am still a member now. Exeter being a large city and having a vast catchment area
provided around 180 members annually and costing just £7 a year it was a bargain
considering the amount of varied events on offer.
I made several friendships from the group
although since moving to Wales my visits to
Devon have been brief and mainly for family
commitments so meeting EOG members are now
unfortunately rare, however I did enjoy their
annual Christmas Ceilidh in December 2014.
Our aim in Brecon is not really to emulate EOG
but to follow their lead in establishing the BOG
as a friendship group with the potential to
increase peoples well being as well as their
general health and fitness. As a people friendly
group we have adopted a “No dogs Allowed”
policy.
BOG walk along Brecon River Usk

Our first programme is a trial run for ‘MIND’ members , staff and guests or anyone
who purchases the ‘One in Four booklet. The programme runs from August 1stOctober 31st and many of our events follow a similar pattern to the EOG programme
with several walks, regular meals out, cinema, theatre etc. We will also visit gardens,
shows and festivals and run our own astronomy evening looking at the night sky.
Other events include camping, a weekend away and a trip to Cardiff.
AlanS

Why were the teachers’ eyes
crossed?

How do you make an egg laugh?
Tell it a yolk!!

She couldn’t control her pupils!!
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Brecon Outdoor Group from a
Members View
I have been a firm member of Brecon and District Mind or what was
previously Brecon and District Contact Association for 10 years.
However, since the transfer to new premises and getting discharged
from hospital at the end of June 2014, I have developed friendships
and now, after helping to create the Brecon Outdoor Group a really
good social life.
The social life has developed since
January 2015, and progressed from
then.
It started by me joining a group of
other members for a meal out once a
fortnight on a Friday. And external of
the Brecon Mind Centre, going to
choir once a week and performing
with the Alive and Kicking choir.
Consequently, more people joined the
members for a meal in the spring,
and the events and social life kicked
off from there and we started going
for walks in the countryside to quiz
nights, cinema and theatre or just for
a drink with live music. This then
helped other people get out of the
house, and helped them get connected with each other in order to
develop, like me a social life external of Brecon Mind.
Therefore as a result of people socializing more frequently with
each other – they are consequently benefitting from it in a positive
way and they are keeping distracted from their problems in a good
way.
RachelW
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What do you get if you cross a
chicken with a cement mixer?

What is the best thing to do if you find a
gorilla in your bed?

A Brick Layer!!

Sleep somewhere else!!

Brecon Outdoor Group (BOG) Aug – Oct Programme
Meet outside Ty Croeso (TC) unless otherwise stated
AUGUST
Date
Time
Description
walk along the Roman road at Trecastle. Mostly on flattish tracks.
Sat 1
2-5pm Afternoon
Optional off track visit to look at stone circles etc. Great views. Meet 1.30 TC
Tue 4
Fri 7
6 – 10

6.30 –
8.30pm
6.30pm

Sun 9

10-7

Tues 11

6.30 –
8.30pm
811pm

Wed 12
Sat 15
Sun 16
Tue 18
Fri 21
Sat/Sun
Sun 23
Tues 25
Wed 26
Thurs 27

Evening walk along the canal. Meet outside the theatre 6.30pm

Meal TBA
Fringe festival events T.B.A.
Contact us for information near the time.
All day event exploring the Knighton area and visiting Bryon’s Grounds for their
gardens and woodland walks. Meet 9.30am TC
Evening walk from Talgarth.
Meet 6pm TC
Evening visit to Llanfaes Park to see Perseid meteorites.
Bring binoculars/telescope if you have them and prepare to dress warm as you can
get cold standing around. Meet 8pm TC
Final Booking for Machynlleth weekend away – see Sept 19/20.

114pm
6.308.30pm
6.30pm

All day walk around Usk Reservoir (7 miles) on mostly easy going tracks. Bring lunch.
Meet 10.30am TC
Evening walk from Llanfrynach. A flat easy circular walk to Pencelli along a quiet
lane and back along the canal. Meet 6.15pm TC
Meal TBA
Camping locally TBA

6-8pm
6.308.30pm

Evening garden visit to Ty Cam, Talybont, NGS garden £2 Meet 5.30pm TC
Evening walk from Felinfach. Meet 6pm TC

Cinema TBA

10-12

Morning walk from Bronllys. Meet 9.30am TC
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Sat 29
Sun 30

1-5pm
105pm
SEPTEMBER

Tue 1

6-8pm

Fri 4
6.30pm
Sat 5
2-5 pm
SEPTEMBER
Tue 8
Tue 8
Wed 9
Sun 13

2-5pm
6-8pm

Mon 14

79.30pm
6-8pm
6.30pm

Tue 15
Fri 18
19/20
Tue 22

Talgarth Festival. Meet 12.30pm TC
Brecon Beacons Summer Fair at The Mountain Centre. May include a walk.
A celebration of Welsh food, drink, arts and crafts. Meet 9.30am TC

Evening walk to Pen y Crug. Moderately difficult with some hills . Great views.
Meet 5.45pm TC
Meal TBA
Afternoon walk from Talgarth. Meet 1.30pm TC

Afternoon visit to Ashford House, Talybont. NGS gardens £3. Meet 1.30 TC
Evening walk. Priory Grove. Meet 5.45pm TC
Cinema TBA

11-4pm

6-8pm

Wed 23
Fri 25
10-1pm
Tue 29
11-4pm
OCTOBER
Fri 2
Sat 3
Sat 3
Tue 6
Tue 6
Wed 7
Sun 11

6.30pm
10-12
2-5pm
10-12
2-5pm

Tue 13

8.306pm

All day walk to the bottom of Pen y Fan along Cwn Sere. Moderately difficult
but worth it for its sheer beauty. 5.7miles Bring lunch Meet 10.30am TC
Brecon Town Concert band – Last night of the Proms (theatre) £10 or £7.50
concessions. Meet in theatre bar 6.30pm
Evening walk from Llanfaes. Meet 5.45pm TC
Meal TBA
Weekend away for a visit to the Centre of Alternative Technology in
Machynlleth plus a visit to a local beach. Booking essential by 15th August.
Evening walk (last of 2015) Christ College/Usk River. Meet 6pm in car park
between river and college
Cinema TBA
Fungi walk at Talgarth. Meet 9.30am TC
All day walk around the Mountain Centre. Meet 10.30am TC

Meal TBA
Brecon Food festival in Market Hall. Meet in Hall at 10am
Afternoon walk from Bronllys. Meet 1.30pm TC
Fungi walk in Priory Grove. Meet 9.45 TC
Afternoon walk at Aberyscir. Meet 1.30pm TC
Cinema TBA

11-4

All day walk at Penwyllt on decent paths through rugged landscapes.
Moderately difficult with hills but not too steep. Meet 10.15am TC
Day trip to Cardiff by bus. Catch T4 bus at 8.31am from Brecon Interchange.
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Fri 16
Sat 17
Wed 21
Fri 23
Sat 24

6.30pm
7-9pm

Tue 27

11-4pm

Meal TBA
Stargazing
Cinema TBA

2-5pm
2-5pm

Afternoon walk at Llanfrynach. Meet 1.45pm TC
Fungi walk at Pwll-y-wrach. This is a Brecknock Wildlife Trust walk and
requires booking Cost £3. Meet at Talgarth carpark or 1.30pm TC
All day walk
To Pen y Fan using a northerly route that isn’t too steep until the last
100metres. Quite strenuous. Meet 10.30am TC
Meal TBA

Fri 30
6.30pm
For all events please contact one of the following:
Alan 07969986154
Avril 01874 711677
Rachel 07790594485
1.0 CONTACTING ORGANISERS:




For all events please let the organisers know that you are attending.
The organisers can confirm meeting place and hopefully arrange transport if
required. They will advise the difficulty of the walks etc.
An event will only be cancelled if no one contacts the organiser or if the weather
conditions are considered to be hazardous.

2.0 CAR SHARING & COST:


The recommended cost when car sharing has been agreed as 20p a mile. This cost is
divided between all occupants of the car including the driver.

3.0 MEMBERSHIP:


Anyone who receives a programme is permitted to attend events, guests are also
welcome.

4.0 WALKS:


Walking boots, waterproofs etc are necessary for your safety as well as clothing
suitable for the weather conditions. You are advised to carry your own basic first
aid, whistle, adequate water, snacks and packed lunch if necessary

5.0 DOGS:
 BOG has a NO DOGS ALLOWED policy
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6.0 DISCLAIMER:
Everyone taking part in the activities of the group does so at their own risk. BOG will not be
held responsible for any accident, injury or loss occurring on or as a result of any group, or in
connection with travel to or from any such event, however caused. Any transport sharing
arrangements are deemed to be made between passengers and drivers and it is the
responsibility of the passenger to satisfy him or her that the driver has appropriate
insurance cover.

A Perfect Trial Run
I was fortunate to accompany Rachel, Alan and Caroline on a recent second trial run to National
Botanic Gardens of Wales on Sunday 14th June, following a visit that included Andy the previous
Tuesday. We were given free entrance tickets from our first visit, which made this one possible.
We were trial testing events for the forthcoming BOG - just an excuse to enjoy ourselves actually!
We set off from Brecon at 09-00 the weather was good and we arrived just after they opened the
doors. We knew there was a Harp Concert in the afternoon and as we are all keen walkers we
decided to walk the nature trail around the gardens first after the obligatory coffee, following the
Mickey Mouse map we were given. Not to be daunted, we intrepid BOG walkers set off having been
told confidently by Alan that he had done the walk before.
“Follow the beauty” is advice well worth taking when
unsure of which direction to take. And beauty in
abundance there certainly was on this walk that took
us through green pastures leading to a bench where
we looked back over the Welsh countryside whilst
Alan competently named and pointed out some bird
life. We had a mini awareness meditation and
afterwards shared with each other what we had
experienced. After some confusion and deliberation
over where to go next as we were beginning to see
that the map really was created by the aforementioned cartoon character, we headed upward and
onward as they say. We were soon treading lightly through fields of wild flowers, our footsteps
seeming to be the first made since the planting of these wild flower meadows. Our hearts sang and
we chirped and twittered just like the birds; until that is, we left the field and encountered the
bullocks, when we women quickly moved to the inside of Alan leaving him to deal with any threat.
Fortunately they were tame and docile, unlike the stampeding sheep encountered on our first trial
run, tales of that abound elsewhere in this issue I believe.
After this little diversion we strode out confident now that we were still heading in the right
direction, despite the blue topped posts changing to yellow, and keeping the castle to our right,
about the only right thing on the map!! Soon we approached the waterfall, shown on the map of
pretty pictures with no clear routes, where we stopped for a photo shoot. After walking through
15

woods on well-marked paths, we stopped by a stream and enjoyed a picnic lunch. The concert was
due to start within the hour so we then walked briskly to arrive at the Glass Dome in time for a
cuppa before it started.
The Harp Recital caused me some nostalgia as I recognised deeply familiar tunes previously played
by a loved one. Rachel and I thoroughly enjoyed this concert whilst Alan and Caroline strolled round
the gardens. After meeting up with them later for the cursory ice-cream (the kiosk with the proper
ice-cream was closed - duh!) we explored the walled gardens to my fluctuating delight mixed with
consternation as I saw how ineffective some of my own planting was. We saw some spectacularly
beautiful planting schemes and Alan’s knowledge of nature and gardens generally, which he shared
so willingly with us, made an already special day into a perfect one.
Avril

Talgarth Walking Festival Champions
AvrilM asked at one of our evening meals whether any one was interested in going
on a walking event in Talgarth walking festival. There was a resounding “YES” and
Avril said that she would find out more. She then emailed us with the proceedings.
Over a three day period there were 31 walks listed. A lot of the walks were fully
subscribed.
Because the weather forecast was for rain we decided to go on a walk which we
could enter during the morning of the event.
We chose “The Witches Pool Challenge” which was five miles long with a quiz to
complete along the way. To enter for the walk cost £6 each but there was Sausage
and Mash meal included at the Tower Hotel at the end of the walk. The team with
the most correct answers received a prize.
Our group consisted of AndyH, AlanS, Louise, AvrilM and JohnB. Although we had
rain early in the morning of the walk the weather held out and we had good walking
conditions for the rest of the day .
There were fifteen questions and we managed to
complete all of them. On our return we handed
in our answers and waited for the results while
we ate our Sausages and Mash. It turned out
that we had tied for first place. We had a tie
break question which was how tall was “The
Shard” a building in London and there were three
answers to choose from. Obviously no one knew
the answer so we all guessed – two of us said
Answer One , two said Answer Two and one
(AvrilM) said Answer Three. Because Avril was
on her own she made the final choice between
16

Answers One and Two. She chose answer One which turned out to be the winning
answer – “Well Done Avril!!”. We were awarded Witches Pool Challenge “T”- Shirts
together with a trophy and also made it in the Brecon and Radnorshire Gazette!!
AndyH
Where do fortune tellers dance?

How long does it take to burn a
candle down?

At the crystal ball!!

About a Wick!!

Brecon & District MIND Outreach Centres
Ty Creoso is the main centre based in Brecon and is open six days a week, Tuesday
to Sunday, 12.30pm until 4.30pm. It is situated in St Davids House, 48 Free Street
(at the back of Morrisons store).
Hay-on-Wye meets on a Tuesday between 10am and 2pm at the “Bowling Club”.
Talgarth is open on a Thursday between 9 and 12 noon at the “Church Hall”.
Crickhowell meets up for pottery between 9.30am and 1.30 pm on a Friday and is
based at “Arts Alive, The old School House, Brecon Road, Crickhowell”.

The Cooking Group
The cooking group goes from strength to strength and now involves 5 members.
One has to drop out each week so that there is enough space on the hob for the
other 4!
The group is facilitated by Ginette and Cynthia who keep a firm hand over what can
be called controlled chaos!
Cookery is an 8 week course with 6 weeks cooking and 2 weeks planning and
evaluation.
The comments of the members from the evaluation sheets have been very positive
and all members stated how much they enjoyed each others’ company and the
social aspects.
The cooking group starts again in September so add your name to the list on the
notice board if you are interested in joining.
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Included in the ‘One in Four’ this summer is the recipe that the group all enjoyed
cooking being “Sausages Braised in Red Wine”. We hope that you enjoy trying to
cook it yourself.

Sausages Braised in Red Wine
(Serves 3 People)

Ingredients
1lb pork sausages 450 g)
½ lb lean streaky bacon in one piece and then cut into cubes (225 g)
½ lb small button onions (225 g)
½ teaspoon of dried thyme
1 bayleaf
1 clove of garlic, crushed
1 heaped teaspoon of flour
½ pint of red wine (275 ml)
6 oz of mushrooms, sliced if large (175 g)
Lard
Olive oil
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
Cooking Instructions
Take a large flameproof casserole, melt a little lard in it and brown the sausages all
over. Then, using a slotted spoon, remove them to a plate whilst you lightly brown
18

the bacon cubes and onions. When they’re done, sprinkle in a heaped teaspoon of
flour to soak up the juices, then gradually stir in the wine. Now pop the sausages
back in, plus the garlic, bay leaf, thyme, and a little seasoning. Put the lid on when
simmering point is reached, turn the heat as low as possible and simmer very gently
for 30 minutes.
Meanwhile brown the mushrooms in a little olive oil in a frying pan. Then, after the
sausages have been cooking for the 30 minutes, stir the mushrooms into the
casserole and continue to cook for a further 20 minutes – this time with the lid off.
Serve with what else but a pile of creamy mashed potato !

The Allotment Garden
Spring 2015
The overnight frost on the 18th of March gave way to warm sunshine as the first
group members made their way to the Brecon and District MIND to start the new
gardening year.
The sale of produce to members in 2014 raised £50, representing 200 bags of
produce at 25p per bag, and the money was used during the winter to buy seeds,
compost and fertiliser. Graham had already started sowing some seeds in February
in order to get plants ready for the raised growing beds, and also the poly tunnel.
Once again, it had been decided by
members to grow both vegetables and
flowers, as the combination of the two had
been very successful the previous year.
The first thing to do was to ensure that all
weeds were cleared, and the ground
prepared for sowing. A spot was chosen
by Annette to sow carrots, the ground
watered and the tiny seeds were sown and covered by a thin layer of fine soil. It is
wonderful to think that in about 4 months, these tiny seeds will grow into long
crunchy orange carrots, that can be eaten
raw or cooked.
Ho
wev
er,
wha
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tever vegetable you grow, there is always some insect or bug that will try and eat it
before you can! With carrots, it is the carrot root fly; a tiny insect that lays eggs on
carrots, and the eggs turn into little burrowing grubs that eat the carrot and ruin it.
To stop this, a screen of polythene about a foot high has to be put around the
carrots as they grow, which keeps the fly away.
The members agreed that the most successful plants from last year should be grown
again, either for their beauty or their taste. This meant that during the spring the
group planted sweet peas, nasturtiums, runner beans, French beans, beetroot,
chard, and about a dozen other flowers and vegetables. As you can see from the
photos, Andy is keeping track of progress with his camera , as this provided a really
good ‘scrapbook’ of last years’ activities.
Not everything grows as it should do. The cucumbers that were planted in the poly
tunnel did not like the alternating hot and cold weather, and they withered and died.
Some of the first sowings of carrots were eaten by slugs as were some of the French
beans.
The allotment though is a place where
members can try out new things and
overcome these difficulties of weather and
bugs.
The
sociable
atmosphere,
cooperation and sense of a shared,
beautiful plot are all assisted by tea and
biscuits half way through the afternoon!
We also held a BBQ at the end of June
which was very successful with over 20
people attending. Many thanks to Graham
and Ellie for their hard work in making it
happen. Not only did we have burgers and
hot dogs but also veggie options as well
(see photos). We then had strawberries
and cream for dessert. Also by the end of
June the members have planted some 35
different varieties of vegetables and flowers,
and the allotment is once again a place of
beauty, and tranquillity, with the promise of warm summer weather yet to come!
Greenfingers

Pub Quiz
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On 22nd June 2015, Jonathan Morgan (Trustee), Alan,
Rosanna, 2 people from outside MIND – Becky and Julia, and
myself – Rachel, attended a Pub Quiz at The Clarence, in
Brecon, to raise funds for Brecon and District MIND.
There were 14 teams and we came 7th, but thanks to these
teams we raised £142 towards Brecon and District MIND.
We hope to raise more money towards MIND again from
quizzes in the future.
R
a
chelW.

Hay Festival Outing

Phil Hammond

The Hay Festival saw nine members attend two events on the 28th May, gratitude must go to Anne
Woods who kindly obtained free tickets for us to listen to Phil Hammond; the following blurb from
the programme describes the event;.
The NHS is our most treasured institution, but even caring doctors have too many patients and too
little time, while patients often feel too overwhelmed, embarrassed, intimidated or ill to ask the right
questions. Dr Hammond will show you how to get your GP to listen to you and take your symptoms
seriously, how to get hold of your patient records so you can ensure they’re correct, how to get a
second opinion and, most importantly, how to get better (and in turn help make the NHS better too).
And Bill Oddie Unplucked , described as follows; From a less-than-satisfactory press trip to the
Galapagos Islands to encounters with orcas in Argentina and Iceland and an invisible tiger in India,
the former Goodie and Springwatch presenter gives a humorous take on some of his experiences
animal- and bird-watching around the world.
Phil Hammond was a most energetic and fun filled speaker with an important message on our NHS
that we ignore at our peril. As well as humorously delivering stories and anecdotes illustrating
serious concerns he also emphasised the need for patients to take personal responsibility for their
health. He illustrated this point by producing a “Clanger” made by Brecon and District Mind and our
nine leapt out of their seats and gave a cheer, well not quite, but we did cheer and held our arms up
to demonstrate how proud we were to be members of Brecon and District Mind.
He talked the audience through what a “Clanger” meant not expecting anyone to remember it, but
of course our Kate had already initiated us into the concept of a Clanger; Communicate; Learn: Be
Active: Give Back: Eat Well; Rest. Right after the event Anne and Andy went back stage and gave
him a copy of your favourite booklet One in Four. Hurrah.
Whilst some members enjoyed listening to Bill Oddie’s Unplucked, others had expected him to speak
about his depression, so were perhaps a little disappointed. Nevertheless he also delivered an
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important message about the necessity for children to get back to nature and he told many
entertaining stories of how he was initiated into bird watching. His reputation as a comedian was
well demonstrated as he cavorted and contorted across the stage demonstrating how he accessed
birds and their eggs.
We all met up for coffee afterwards and enjoyed a wonderful meeting of minds as we all talked
across and through each other in our excitement and enthusiasm. Only Mind members can
demonstrate such unmasked energy in their eagerness to share their joy. Well Done Anne for
arranging this interesting and informative day.
Andy and Avril attended Matt Haig, Reasons to Stay Alive on the Saturday and a full article about
that will be in the next issue of One in Four.
Avril

Complimentary Therapies
Acupressure Massage with
Wynona
Wednesdays 2-4 pm
Acupressure is a quick and easy way to
release tension and relax - sitting on a
comfortable massage chair.

Reflexology with Alex

Every other Tuesday.
1.00pm to 4.30pm.
The majority of people who receive Reflexology feel it
helps them to relax and that it relieves anxiety. A
session of Reflexology is a fantastic way to rebalance
the Body and Mind.
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Pottery
Saturdays 1.30pm to 4pm
We do hand-building of pottery
making a variety of useful and decorative pots.

Music Group
Fridays 2.00pm to 3.30pm
Join in the fun with singing and playing different musical instruments.

Friends of Brecon and District Mind

TEA-ON-TOP 2015
A walk up Pen-y-Crug, Brecon,
for good mental health & wellbeing
Sunday 26th July: Meet in Brecon Cathedral car park at 2pm

The next event in the programme of the Friends of Brecon and District Mind is the
annual Tea-on-Top walk. Organised to raise awareness of mental health issues in the
community, it revives a tradition which was popular in the region until the 1950s of
holding a picnic tea at the top of a local hill. Traditionally, this event took place on the
Brecon Beacons but this year, as last year, a more modest walk is planned up Pen-yCrug near Brecon and everyone is very welcome to come along. In Wales, gatherings
on hill-tops at this time of year were sometimes, but not necessarily, connected to the
first harvest festival of the year. Trefor Owen, in his book on customs and traditions
of Wales, describes ‘the shepherds’ feast’ (ffest y bugeiliaid) when shepherds would
bring food to feast on a hill-top.
The walk will be a three-mile round trip, passing the ancient Maendu Well and
exploring the Iron Age hill-fort of Pen-y-Crug with its magnificent views of the Brecon
Beacons. To fuel the traditional merrymaking there will be tea, cakes, sandwiches and
music. To help with catering, please, if possible, let the organisers know if you intend
coming along. While care will be taken by the organisers, those taking part are
advised that they must take responsibility for their personal safety. Children must be
accompanied by a responsible adult. Please wear stout shoes and suitable clothing.
Although there is no charge, a donation to Mind would be appreciated. We meet in
Brecon Cathedral car park at 2pm.
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Brecon and District Mind is a voluntary sector organisation providing open-door facilities and a wide
range of healthy activities and outreach services. Designed to support people who experience
mental distress these are delivered by an experienced and friendly team of staff and volunteers. The
services complement those provided by the community mental health team and other voluntary
sector agencies. They are, in part, funded by Powys Teaching Health Board and Powys Social
Services. The Friends of Brecon and District Mind has been formed to support the work of Brecon
and District Mind and to help raise awareness of mental health issues in and around Brecon,
Crickhowell, Talgarth and Hay-on-Wye. Open to anyone, it aims to be a sociable group holding talks,
activities and fund-raising events.
Further details may be obtained from Brecon and District Mind, Tŷ Croeso, St David's House, 48 Free
Street, Brecon, Powys, LD3 7BP (www.breconmind.org.uk), ringing 01874 611529 or e-mailing:
info@breconmind.org.uk. The Friends may be contacted directly on: friends@breconmind.org.uk

Art in Mind
aka Fun in Mind – Making
Art is an ability that
every child has; however,
the great Einstein was
Printing Inks

Printing Press

“..........surprised that creativity survived formal education”. The focus in
schools used to be purely 'Art of the Western World' and in the School I
attended, the awe inspiring naturalism and 'perfection' of the Artists of the
Renaissance. Thank goodness that now children learn the Art of all Nations.
The two phrases I've heard the most as a teacher of Art are
“I can't draw“ and “I've ruined it now”. The former statement comes from a
wish to make a photographic likeness, but is this approach really that valuable
now that we have cameras? And is that ideal satisfying for the Artist? Of
course there are some folks who can draw very accurately when copying and
that skill is admirable, and often suits their personality. Yet the vast
majority of us want to express our feelings, emotions and ideas in a similar
way that we can with music, and that is really worth exploring.
“What is drawing”
As Betty Edwards, author of 'Drawing on the Right
side of the Brain' says, “If you can write, you can
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draw”; For what is writing but making lines, shapes etc: at will. Being able
to communicate ones thoughts and feelings without words is the ultimate
Print

multicultural tradition, because all nationalities can

understand without the need of an interpreter. As with a lot of things
practice making almost perfect, the important thing is to have fun and enjoy
making Art. That way you will repeat the experience and get better and
better.
As Picasso once said “It has taken me a lifetime to draw like a child”. What
he meant was, with the openness and the non-critical approach of a child.
Art at Brecon Mind is open to all, whatever their former experience. The
approach to teaching is informal and enjoyable.
Folks can choose from drawing, painting – in different styles,
printmaking, working with clay and other materials.
Art sessions are on Thursday afternoons 1.30 – 4.30.

VeronicaG

Poetry with Phil
Brecon Town

The Night Club

Wow! The lovely town of Brecon

I went to the Theatre the other day

With it’s statue and Wellington Hotel

To see a very saucy play

It’s a nice place to be, it really suits me

Dancing girls and cheeky clowns

It’s a nice place to be

Adorned the stage, for all to see

I like it’s taste, it’s look it’s smell

The lights went down, there was a hush
A troop of beautiful girls came on

Brecon is a beautiful town

A loud sound of clapping amongst the thong

Surrounded by rolling hills

All of a sudden in the row where I sat

going up and down;

Up came a girl and sat on my lap

Romantic winding rivers, a castle too

My face was red, as red as can be

Plenty to see, so much to do

As she sat on little nervous me
Foy

A group of loud men shouted out

Cardiff

I thought it’s about time I got out

Looking down on the Famous Welsh City

I pushed the girl off my knee

Castell Coch is charming and pretty

And disappeared as quick could be
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Cardiff’s Millenium Centre

Next time I visit some entertainment

The imposing Castle, Cardiff Bay

Whatever it be,

All good reasons to come back day after day

I will be careful what next to see

The City Centre boasts the Millenium Stadium

The moon was bright, so was my face

The Market and Museum all deliver

It will be a long time before

Built on the Banks of the River Taff

I again visit that place

Constructed alongside the River

JohnB

The impressive Civic Centre
The New Theatre and Old Railway Station
I love Cardiff, its People
I love Cardiff and the Welsh Nation AndyL

The Image chosen to represent One in Four booklet illustrates an
Holistic approach to Mental Health and Well-being

There are explanations amongst the scientific community and other belief systems yet
there is no concrete reality of how the Spirit, Mind, and Emotions interact with the
brain and body. However the following explanation may serve as metaphor and
suggestion only. Remember the world was once thought of as flat and people were
locked up for saying otherwise.

Spirit;

from where we get our inspiration and creative ideas. It is said by some
schools of thought that “spirit infuses everything.”
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Mind; an information gateway to the Brain.
Emotions; the expression of feelings, without which we would be body brain
robots.

Body; the body in this image is illustrated by the Brain, because without the
proper function of the brain the body cannot operate.
When the Spirit, Mind, and Emotions are in integrity with each other through
healthy input the result is Holistic Mental Health and well-being. Likewise, when
the body, mind and emotions are filled with unhealthy input malfunction will occur
sooner or later.
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